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The best strategy games for playstation 4 iMore 2020 PlayStation 4 has a huge collection of different strategy games that allow you to scratch the itch to play some video games while thinking about what you're doing in the process. With options that include fighting aliens, network-based fighting, city-building and more, there's a game for everyone. Of all of them, the XCOM 2
manages to be the best of the best with great graphics, excellent mechanics and history that keeps you interested in playing. Twenty years ago, mankind waged a war against alien invasion. Although they desperately tried, they lost. Over the years, aliens have taken over the world with little human resistance, except for the remains of XCOM, the force that continues to torment in
the shadows, hoping for the day when they can sell out. This day has come, and it is time to return the battle to our invaders. XCOM pit its group of four to six soldiers against the aliens who have taken over the world. This is a turn-based strategic game that uses cover, movement and a different skill class to allow you to fight. You will control a list of XCOM operatives that fall into
four different classes as they catch up and fight the alien threat. Along the way, you will also explore new technology, build a base, and create new weapons, armor and objects to use in battle. The mechanic operates at a distance from a turn system. You'll move each of your units to the level, taking advantage of the line of vision and coverage to be most effective. They can also
work against you, as too fast movement can leave your units vulnerable to attack. Each mission has its own statistics, requirements and random additions, which means that even if you play the campaign dozens of times, there are no two games that are ever the same. The XCOM 2 collection delivers much more than the main game. You can also access the best DLC. If you
want the best strategy game on PlayStation 4, this is the game to pick up. It combines excellent gameplay mechanics, exciting history, great graphics and more in a package that is easy to love. Excellent turn-based game awesome graphics Great story to follow up to XCOM: Enemy Unknown gameplay can be brutal and unforgivable is the time to save the world. For decades,
aliens ruled the Earth, but now it's time for all this to change. The rebellion is here, and they will save humanity. The banner saga throws you in the middle of an apocalypse in a Viking caravan in the Bronze Age. Your work involves solving problems in the trailer and fighting against your enemies using your army. The game is divided into two parts. The first is a battle. Your caravan
will take on enemies on a grid map, getting different weapons, movement and skills depending on who - and what - they are. Fighting requires a lot of sacrifice and some tricks to succeed. you're still going to lose people, and that's going to happen a lot, whether you're trying to save them or not. When on the battlefield, you will have other goals, such as talking to your party
members, solving disputes and managing deliveries. With the sun stopping, it looks like the end of the world is near, and things are stressful for everyone else alive. The graphic gives depth to the story of the Banner Saga. Hand-drawn animations confirm the world. Instead of getting you out of the grief that matters to every decision, they drag you deeper. The goal of keeping your
people alive, but it's not an easy process from every precinct. You will face problems with enemies as the end of the world closes, and depending on the choices you make, both in and out of battle, there are times when valuable allies become hated enemies too. 48 different characters to choose from a combination of wrestling and storyline gameplay Three excellent games in one
package Lack of rescue function means you have to live with your choices Brutal, unforgiving gameplay UI to feel the dated end is here the apocalypse has arrived, and your decisions will decide whether your people will survive it. Or maybe not. If you've ever dreamed of building a city from scratch and watching it grow from a small village to a major metropolitan center, then
Skyline Cities is the game you'll want to check out. Start with an empty plot and turn it into something more. Unlike many other city builders, you are responsible for every aspect of city governance: creating power lines, access to water, sanitation and schools - even the residential, commercial and industrial areas in your city. Initially getting your city up and running is a brutal grind
to ensure that the different aspects of your city are all working. However, once you pass through the first few thousand inhabitants, things become much easier, and you have access to new buildings and wonders. You'll also increase the size of your plot while you're up. Fun graphics Easy to understand UI Micromanaged all the financial aspects of your city Early game can be
brutal lack of access to all problems DLC Framerate at night during gameplay Building a city and watch it grow Start with an empty plot of land and build the bustling metropolis always dream. The final fantasy tactic is the first great game that mixes strategy and RPG elements into one game, and now Fell Seal: Arbitrator Mark has followed the mark. Combining hand-drawn
pixelated graphics based on network battles and tons of options to customize your characters, this game manages to feel like something you grew up with even though it's released in 2019. You play as arbitrator Kiri as they lead their troops through difficult battles to maintain stability through their land. As you fight, you will unlock items, supplies, weapons, and even specific crafted
facilities. While the combat system can become stagnant and the story itself is a little invincible, character customization is where Fell Seal. You have endless possibilities for the characters you create, allowing you to mix mix Match your skills to create perfect weapons for your style of play. Exclusive options for customizing character tones unlocking objects and classes Funny
hand-painted graphic style Struggle can become a monotonous story missing nuance Keep calm Take your troops and battle to ensure that peace lies above ground in this tactical network-based fighting RPG game. Building a city is very good, but have you ever tried to rule an entire island from the first days of the decades? This allows Tropico to do, and Tropico 5 Complete
Edition delivers a fun city sim that's not quite like anything else on the market. You play as a whole family of heroes who have ruled Tropic Island over the centuries. When you start, it's about finding a decent home and finding a way to make some money. You are able to build plantations for crops or ranches that allow you to raise goats or cattle. There are also opportunities for
mining, logging and much more. As the game progresses through each era, new challenges and new buildings open up for you. One of the significant differences between Tropic and other similar urban sims is the fact that it is a small island stranded between superpowers. As long as you play, you can handle both America and the USSR. Depending on your choice, you will
benefit from curry with one or the other. Or maybe both. It adds an element of game strategy as you try to cultivate those relationships without getting into trouble along the way. Fun gameplay mechanics Great graphics Challenges in the middle and late game can be very difficult To keep up with the life requirements is challenging The lack of useful overlays run your island the way
you want to guide your island, and it's people from the early days of colonial settlements, past cold war and in the future with this city-building SIM. Whether you want a battle game with a turn-based strategy or a city builder that requires more attention to succeed, the PlayStation 4 has a great list of strategic games. Every game on our list has its advantages and deliver fun time
along the way. However, the best of the best is XCOM 2. Decades after the aliens won the war against humans and took over the earth, a rebellion was formed, and you are the one leading the charge. The XCOM 2 combines excellent history, great graphics, and brutally challenging gameplay into one star pack. If you want the best strategy game on PlayStation 4, that's what you
need to choose. And if you've blocked the XCOM 2 collection, you'll also get access to all the best DLC available. Credits - The team that worked on this guide, Jen Carner, has been an avid gamer for more than twenty years. She has spent hours building cities, fighting enemies and rebelling against aliens in her favorite strategy games. We may receive a purchase commission
using our links. Learn The best puzzle games for PlayStation 4 iMore 2020 Puzzle games are a great way to have fun and bend your brain at the same time. Time. 4 may not have tons of puzzle options, but this compensates for this with quality games. You can help the mouse on a great adventure, explore an island covered in puzzles, and even delve into a military complex filled
with monochrome dangers. Of all the options available, Witness offers over 400 puzzles in a beautiful setting that will keep you thinking as you play. Before you even start, you'il fall in love with the Witness. This is a beautiful game with over 400 different puzzles to solve. Each frame is full of bright colors, and the island includes a lot to see and make. While the graphics are not
super realistic, they are a visual feast with bright bright foliage and rich oranges for the trees, real blues for water and sky, and dark brown for the land and mountains. It gives fantastic air to the game and makes it come alive, even when textures are not super smooth during play. The gameplay in The Witness looks easy at first. Inside a beautifully made world there are puzzles:
hundreds of puzzles. Each one is a 2D presentation of a network card that you solve using different methods. They start easily; so easy that, in fact, you might jump a little. However, this is changing rapidly. In many cases, you will encounter a fairly easy puzzle that teaches you a new method of solving a much harder one next to it. You'll go from dracelli that take a few minutes to
complex decisions that can take the better part of an hour to train. The only thing the Witness is really missing is a cohesive narrative. This is a puzzle solving game, and not many others past this. While this may be a turnoff for some gamers, it's actually very refreshing. There are no random characters pouring out nonsense, just a few hidden audio files that you can play from time
to time. Instead, your goal is to complete puzzles and there's a lot here to enjoy. In general, the Witness delivers the highest level of experience for anyone who loves the thugs. Beautiful graphics add to the experience. The game is never whimsical in how to solve something, and it teaches you new methods of filling out every puzzle you come across before climbing ante with
something new. Gorgeous art style Hundreds of puzzles to solve You can give up puzzles and return to them later No emotional connection to the events of the puzzles game can get quite difficult at the end of the game One empty island, hundreds of unauthorized puzzles Explore empty island and solve over 400 different network-based puzzles that will have you scratching your
head while looking for a solution. The world of The Inside is painted in dark shades. Katya black and gloomy gray dominate the environment with just a few colorful folders here and there to give things greater depth. Following limbo, Inside is another 2D platformer puzzle game. At the beginning of the game, you're going to embark on a military complex and things get weirder, the
further into the campaign you're going. Swahittava mechanics make gameplay as simple as possible. You have one button to jump, and another to interact with the environment, along with movement through each level. Solving the puzzles you are with requires different methods. Sometimes you'll need to move items, while others require you to take advantage of a platformer to
achieve goals. Inside is also the sequel to another awesome puzzle game: Limbo. Now you can tackle both at the same time with a great double pack, giving you access to even more brain irritation puzzles to solve. Magnificent graphics Great physics based solving the puzzle mechanics tons checkpoints No instructions or tutorials Campaign is only three hours long You will die.
The very perfect combination of platformer and tortured comb through a mysterious military complex filled with brain-mocking puzzles. If you get stuck, try your hand at Limbo, the first installment in this series and part of this excellent set. The talos principle combines fun puzzle-based gameplay with a philosophical quest to figure out who you are. Dropped in the middle of ancient
ruins, which can be real, or can be some wacky simulation, you need to solve puzzles to figure it out. Complicating this is Elahim's voice. According to him, if you solve all the puzzles you can earn eternal life. The mechanic focuses on thinking about your actions when trying to solve every puzzle you are in. Instead of being quick, being deliberate serves you much better when you
manipulate cubes and lasers, among other things. The gameplay starts easily enough, but make no mistake. It's not long before the decisions you need to complete are complex multi-step hordes. Apart from puzzle solving aspects of gameplay are philosophical questions and answers that come with. It is not clear whether you really are human and the game explores what
humanity is through different interactions. These include terminals, audio logs, emails and even quotes from philosophers like William Blake. Over 100 puzzles to solve the wonderful graphics Gameplay is too easy to start from the lack of tutorial is frustrating Puzka humanity Solving puzzles, investigating your humanity, and solving the secret of a doomed world. The art style of the
Last Guardian immediately takes you to another world. Filled with light gray and green, towering ruins and decay, it's as magical as it is dangerous. The whole point of the game is to escape the ruins you find yourself in with the help of your bird dog companion, Leo, and the ruins through which they pass are a major part of the game. You need to work out puzzles and decide
which parts of the environment you can climb on, jump, or destroy to do this. There are only two real characters in this game: the boy you control and Leo, a giant bird dog creature trapped inside the ruins. When he first came across Leo, he wasn't in a good way and it was just on the side of being a true beast. However, as you play, it changes to become your most faithful
protector and friend, and without his help none of you will ever escape the ruins. What the Last Guardian does well is really doing well. But there are many questions that do not support this game of stars. You never fully control the leotard and this can become problematic as you need it to solve many puzzles. It's extremely frustrating to know how to solve a puzzle, but you can't
do it because your companion refuses to cooperate. Similarly, the camera angles are often terrible and you regularly get a screen that is obscured by Leo's massive feathered frame. Great story Fantastic art style leotard is fantastic camera angles are frustrating controls lack finesse puzzles are irritating finicky boy and his bird dog working alongside Leo to escape the ruins and find
friendship never expected along the way. Being a mouse doesn't mean you're not brave. Moss's story revolves around a little mouse named Quill. She had to go on a very great adventure when her uncle was kidnapped by Sarffog, a fire-breathing snake that had taken over their small world. The whole game takes place in history and from first to last minute is a magical and best
VR puzzle game on PlayStation VR. During a game, you do not play like Quill. Instead, you are the reader; the whole game takes place in history. While there are some combat mechanics, most of the gameplay is the puzzles you encounter along the way. They start simple and become more difficult from there. They never get to the point where you want to hit your head against
the wall, but some of them require a few attempts to understand. This is especially true when dealing with time-based puzzles that require you to jump between platforms to complete. Using sign language for conversation is a great charming graphics Fun gameplay mechanics just four hours long PSVR questions can cause motion sickness for some players Meet Quill Become a
reader in a game that is also a story book as you bring Quill on an epic mouse-sized adventure. Miscellaneous, took the usual tactic of physically based platforming and tweaked it, placing you responsible for a bundle of yarn. Yarney was a red bundle who could run, jump, swing and rappel through every level. Now with Unravel 2, a second Yarne joins shenanigans in blue or any
of the other available colors. While the second game can be played by itself, it is far superior to a friend. That's because Unravel 2 provides a cooperative experience that requires more than just two bodies working side by side across the screen. There are no new aspects of the gameplay, but the game itself has been fine for two players. The puzzles you encounter require real
collaboration, both on screen and off screen. Off screen should communicate with your partner as it takes an exact time to complete puzzles. If you are Confused, there is a stable system hint that will help you, but trial and error is the best way to figure out what comes next. On the screen, this translates as one player holds yarn, while others grab, swing, build bridges, etc.
Miscellaneous's world also comes to life with big graphics. Bright is a small creature, which means the perspective you play is super magnified. Often you will see normal elements blasted to gigantic sizes in perspective. Since Yarny is barely taller than blades of grass, it means finding random objects on the ground such as spores, or climbing sticks that are unlikely to be as tall as
a person's shoe. Best of all, you can get both the original Miscellaneous and unravel 2 in double packaging, allowing you to play through all the best forced perspective puzzles. Fun game mechanics Great graphics collaboration is the key to beating levels Method of samples and errors to solve puzzles can feel monotonous story do not feel particularly convincing Better with friends
running, jumping, swinging and rappel through a giant world like Yarny. Do it with friends and get a cheerful collaboration experience that should not be missed. Each puzzle game that makes our list has its own version of big conundrums to play through. Many of these options are a few years old, but it just means that they are more affordable to play, and while they all offer an
excellent experience, the best of the best is definitely Witness. The witness carries an empty island full of puzzles to life, thanks in part to excellent graphics that make the screen drip with color and detail. When you add over 400 different puzzles that perform the range of super easy to disappoint hard, it's easy to see what makes it the best puzzle game available on PlayStation 4.
Credits - The team that worked on this guide, Jen Carner, has been an avid gamer for more than twenty years. She spent hours banging her head against the wall, trying to solve puzzles, but always came back for more. We may receive a purchase commission using our links. Find out more. More.
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